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Credit Suisse Group AG
Earnings Commentary - Second Quarter 2016

Credit Suisse Group AG reported a CHF 199 million pre-tax profit in the second quarter.
In contrast with the last two quarters, this set of results is a positive development in the
current restructuring exercise as it highlights lower losses in the Strategic Resolution Unit
(“SRU”), with a modest recovery in the Global Markets (“GM”) and Investment Banking and
Capital Markets (“IBCM”) divisions. Asia Pacific (“APAC”), International Wealth Management
(“IWM”) and Swiss Universal Bank (“SUB”) divisions all, on an adjusted basis, generated lower
profit levels versus 1Q16. Overall, the results highlight a modest recovery in capital markets
activity, following a weak first quarter, as well as the impact of the UK’s referendum on
withdrawal from the EU which dampened client risk appetite and added to market volatility
in the last week of the quarter. The results are in line with our expectation that Credit Suisse's
profitability will remain weak over 2016 and 2017, reflecting profit challenges stemming from
restructuring charges, costs from the wind-down or exit of businesses no longer considered
strategic, and the costs of incremental investments for growth.

Exhibit 1

Adjusted Pre-tax Profit by Segment

Segments: SUB: Swiss Universal Bank, IWM: International Wealth Management, APAC: Asia Pacific, GM: Global Markets, IBCM:
Investment Banking & Capital Markets, SRU: Strategic Resolution Unit, CC: Corporate Center. Adjusted basis reflects Credit
Suisse's adjusted reporting which excludes fair value of own debt gains/losses, disposal gains/losses, restructuring expenses and
major litigation expenses.
Source: Company Interim Financials End-June 2016, Moody's calculations

Our downgrade in January of Credit Suisse’s baseline credit assessment to baa2 from
baa1 reflects our expectation for weak profit levels over the next two years, driven by
restructuring charges and exit costs, as well as the execution risk associated with successfully
implementing the firm’s new strategy. We also noted at the time that environmental factors
beyond management's control could still derail or delay success. Management’s acceleration
of the restructuring in March is viewed positively as it should expedite the take out of risk
and reduce the cost base.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=1036355
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The bank’s Basel III common equity tier 1 (CET1) ratio on a BIS look-through basis improved 40 basis points for the quarter to 11.8%.
This improved CET1 ratio is largely a result of a 3% decrease in risk-weighted assets (“RWAs”) to CHF 271 billion; CET1 capital remained
broadly unchanged at CHF 32 billion. The decline in RWAs during the quarter was primarily due to reductions in risk and policy changes
in operational risk, partially offset by foreign exchange impacts and model optimization. Reductions in operational risk RWAs, due to
a new insurance policy approved by FINMA in late 2Q16, were partially recognized during the quarter with the remainder expected to
be recognized in 3Q16. Credit Suisse’s CET1 ratio remains in line with peers (see exhibit 2). Including high-trigger instruments, the bank
had a look-through Swiss buffer capital ratio (CET1 plus high-trigger instruments) of 14.9%.

The bank reported a look-through BIS CET1 leverage ratio of 3.3% for the quarter and a BIS Tier 1 leverage ratio (including CET1
plus additional Tier 1 securities) of 4.4%, unchanged for the quarter and is in line with the median of European peers. Total leverage
exposure was little changed from the prior quarter to CHF 967 billion at quarter end.

We view the firm's leverage and 40 basis point increase in the CET1 ratio over 2Q16 as important to support the ongoing restructuring
exercise as well as buffer against the potential for future litigation related charges and possible top-ups to pension commitments.

Exhibit 2

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio and Tier 1 Leverage Ratio for European Global Investment Banks, End-June 2016

*End-March 2016, **BIS definition. CET1 ratio and Leverage ratio on a look-through/fully-loaded basis. Medians relate to European GIBS. Including US GIBs, the median CET1 ratio would
be 11.8%. Medians include Credit Suisse.
Source: Company results presentations and financials, Moody's

The bank continued to report high levels of liquidity with its 2Q16 Liquidity Coverage Ratio at 172%, an increase from 151% at 1Q16.
The firm is currently maintaining these liquidity levels in order to ensure it can support the standalone liquidity requirements of its US
intermediate holding company that went live on 1 July 2016 and more generally the strengthening of the ratio over recent quarters
reflects Credit Suisse's efforts to ensure that Group entities meet applicable local liquidity requirements.

Within the business segments, key operating and financial trends were as follows -

Swiss Universal Bank (“SUB”) reported adjusted pre-tax profits of CHF 457 million, up 3% from the quarter a year ago. SUB Private
Banking’s adjusted pre-tax profits improved 8%, as lower operating expenses (-16%) mitigated revenue declines (-10%), in comparison
to the prior year period. Adjusted net margin1improved to 42 basis points (bps.), from 35 bps. in 2Q15, mainly due to lower operating
expenses. Reported pre-tax profits from SUB Corporate and Institutional Banking (CIB) decreased 4% (adjusted) versus the prior year
as operating expenses increased 8% due to higher compensation and benefits, against a 2% decline in revenues which were weighed
down by declines in transaction based revenues. The CIB also recorded a CHF 2 million provision for credit losses against a provision
of CHF 24 million in the prior year period. Assets under management (AUM) in Private Banking increased by CHF 5.3 billion over
the quarter due largely to market movements (CHF 3.3 billion) and net new assets of CHF 0.9 billion. In Corporate and Institutional
Banking, AUM increased by CHF 7.3 billion, driven largely by market and foreign exchange-related movements and net new assets of
CHF 0.7 billion.
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International Wealth Management (“IWM”) reported adjusted pre-tax profits of CHF 260 million for the second quarter, down 4%
from the quarter a year ago. Within IWM, Private Banking adjusted pre-tax income in the quarter was down 7% versus the prior year
due to an increase in credit provisions and as revenues decreased by a larger amount than operating expenses. Within this, net interest
income was up 21% over the same period due to higher loan margins and higher average loan volumes. Growth in net loans of 7%
over the quarter may be unsustainable and introduce credit risk, albeit from low levels. At the same time, a CHF 16 million credit
provision was taken related to a small number of individual cases. In Asset Management, reported adjusted pre-tax income was up
5% for the quarter versus the prior year. This was largely a result of lower operating expenses, as revenues were flat over the same
period. In Private Banking, the quarter saw increased AUM of CHF11.6 billion, a result of inflows from emerging markets and Europe,
and favorable market and foreign exchange-related movements. In Asset Management, AUM increased CHF 13.6 billion to CHF 314.9
billion, due to both net new asset inflows of CHF 3.5 billion and favorable market and foreign exchange-related movements. Net new
assets benefited from inflows from an emerging market joint venture and from a new product launch, partially offset by an outflow
from a single mandate.

Asia Pacific (“APAC”) reported adjusted pre-tax profits of CHF 216 million in the second quarter, a 41% decline compared to the prior
year. Profit levels were weighed down by increased operating expenses which capture higher compensation expenses due to additions
in relationship managers as well as investments in risk management and compliance and controls infrastructure to meet strategic
growth and regulatory requirements. Net loan growth of 7% over the quarter could prove unsustainable and introduce added credit
risk, dependent upon the nature of the listed securities which back these loans. In APAC Private Banking, adjusted pre-tax income fell
24% as increased operating expenses (+30%) outpaced net revenue growth (+10%). APAC Investment Banking reported adjusted
pre-tax profits for the quarter of USD 131 million, a 51% decline relative to the prior year, largely reflecting revenue declines (-25%)
as lower equity sales and trading revenues (-41%) overwhelmed an increase in fixed income sales and trading revenues (+30%) and
underwriting and advisory (+16%) revenues. Private Banking AUM increased CHF 8.7 billion versus the prior quarter due to net new
assets inflows of CHF 5.0 billion from Greater China, South East Asia and Australia and favorable market and foreign exchange-related
movements.

Global Markets (“GM”) reported adjusted USD 208 million pretax profit in the second quarter of 2016, reflecting Credit Suisse’ 2Q16
reclassifications of GM income and risk to the Strategic Resolution Unit (“SRU”) and, to a lesser extent, other divisions. Without these
reclassifications, the unit would have made a USD 23 million loss. This result is an improvement from the first quarter, reflecting
the right-sizing of the GM business where the firm’s announced Global Markets Accelerated Restructuring program has resulted in
substantial reductions in risk exposure. Because of this reclassification of risk to other divisions, GM now operates within 2016 RWA
and leverage exposure targets of USD 60 billion and USD 290 billion, respectively, and has reduced the division’s potential quarterly
pre-tax loss by 50% in the firm’s adverse stress scenario. While net revenues rebounded +33% versus a difficult 1Q16, in comparison to
the prior year period, underlying results still reflect difficult trading conditions where net revenues across Equities, Credit and Solutions
declined 19% to USD 1,671 million. This decline reflects lower capital usage, with RWAs of USD 52 billion down 20% versus the prior
year period. The second quarter of 2016 saw a modest USD 5.9 billion decrease in leverage exposure to USD 286.5 billion, reflecting
business reductions. Equities revenues declined 13% in the quarter versus the prior year. These lower revenues highlight the balance of
investor risk aversion and increased volatility surrounding the UK’s referendum on withdrawal from the EU. The Solutions business was
also negatively affected by the referendum, with revenues down 9% versus the prior year. Credit revenues declined 23% compared to
2Q15, due to lower revenues from securitized products, partially offset by increased leveraged finance and investment grade trading.
Positively, 2Q16 did not suffer the mark-to-market losses which resulted in more than a total USD 1.1 billion in losses over the prior
two quarters. While oil and gas lending exposures were not highlighted in the quarter’s results, improved oil prices during 2Q16 were
highlighted as supporting a release in impairments.

Investment Banking and Capital Markets (“IBCM”) reported adjusted pre-tax income of USD 132 million for the second quarter of 2016.
Gross revenues were lower 2% versus the prior year period, against management’s highlighted decline of 15% in ‘Street’ fees. Within
this, management emphasized a shift towards M&A and ECM where the firm highlighted its Top 5 rank in each and Leveraged Finance.
Management highlighted its share of wallet gains in the first six months of 2016 across M&A, ECM Americas and M&A Emerging
Markets relative to the same period last year. Net revenues declined overall (-4%) where declines in Equity underwriting (-26%) and
Advisory (-3%) overwhelmed growth in Debt underwriting (+18%). This emphasis on wallet share in key segments evidences a strategic
focus to emphasize key competencies, a necessary step towards supporting return on equity for the business amidst subdued industry
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activity. Risk weighted assets in IBCM decreased USD 0.8 billion to USD 17.0 billion due to a reduction in underwriting volumes.
Leverage exposure also declined by USD 1.4 billion to USD 44.9 billion, due to reduced commitment volumes offset by increased
liquidity used to support funding requirements.

The Strategic Resolution Unit (“SRU”) reported a narrower (unadjusted) pre-tax loss of CHF 759 million in the quarter, relative
to an pre-tax loss of CHF 1.25 billion in the first quarter of 2016. This was due a less negative valuation adjustment in the legacy
investment banking portfolio, lower general and administrative expenses, a 10% reduction in headcount in the quarter, as well as lower
restructuring expenses and a beneficial release of credit provisions. These improvements offset a reduction in revenues from select
businesses and a minor increase in litigation provisions. Following the acceleration of the strategy announced in March, the SRU took
on a further USD 7 billion in RWAs and USD 36 billion in leverage exposures from GM in the second quarter of 2016. Including this top-
up and on a restated basis, look-through risk-weighted assets reduced by CHF7.6 billion in the quarter to CHF56.5 billion, reflecting
mainly a smaller book size which more than offset negative foreign exchange movements. Look-through leverage exposure declined
on a re-stated basis by CHF16.1 billion to CHF143.8 billion. These reductions reflect a sale of a large credit derivatives portfolio, sale of
cash credit assets and a reduction in derivatives leverage exposures.

Corporate Center reported a pre-tax loss of CHF 235 million in the quarter, relative to a pre-tax profit of CHF 33 million in the last
quarter. The loss mainly reflected a lower Treasury result and reduced other income.
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Endnotes
1 Income before taxes divided by average assets under management.
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